DOMINO-SV
____________________

Ceramic built-in hob 2 hi-light plates Black
Thanks to its hi-light fireplaces, the DOMINO-SV ceramic cooker is not only able to sear a steak but to simmer your
dishes in sauce.

Technical specifications ...

Enjoy cooking...
Master perfectly the temperature of your culinary
preparations thanks to the 9 cooking positions.The DOMINOSV adapts to your needs. The rapid rise in temperature
allows you to sear all your preparations, and cooking is
flexible enough to succeed all your dishes cooked in
sauce.Do not be afraid of burns! An indicator light tells you if
your cooktop is still hot. Once your cooking is finished, a
simple blow of cloth is enough to clean the surface. It is also
perfectly adapted to our mini-kitchens!

EAN code: 5420046412219
Installation mode: Slot-in
Color: Black
control type: Touch control
Type: Ceramic
burner qty: 2
Details: Plug included
Made in France
Front left hearth power: 1200W
Back left hearth power: 1800W
Electrical power: 3000W
Energy consumption (year): 178.9kWh/an
Brutto weight (kg): 7.34kg
Net weight (kg): 5.56kg
product dimensions (HxLxD) in cm: 4.5x29x52
Recess dimensions (HxLxD) in cm: 5.3x28x49
Gross dimensions (HxLxD) in cm: 10.2x44.8x63.5
Language(s): FR-EN-NL-DE-ES
Quantity per container: 120
made in: France
Standards: CE
Brand: Brandy Best
AGEC DEEE: FR007086_05URQK

The good compromise...
<div id="prod-sketch" class="mw">The DOMINO-SV Brandy
Best was manufactured in France. It has a dual digital control
that allows you to better control the cooking of your
preparations. A fast rise in temperature is allowed thanks to
the accelerators of heating. The double vitroceramic hotplates
highlight are equipped with indicators of residual heat to
avoid burns. You can cook safely. We also equipped the
DOMINO-SV with an overflow detector. If you need to move
away from your plate, it will turn off if it detects an abnormal
amount of fluid on its surface. You will be able to lock it if you
fear that your children will approach it. A power socket is
included.
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